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Abstract

Most theorem provers are either hard to trust because they are large programs or hard to
use due to a lack of automation. They are thus used by two dierent communities depending
on the property one needs most: the ability to prove quickly a large amount of theorems or
a high level of safety. My thesis studies a communication between these dierent kinds of
tools, by asking for proof witnesses in addition to yes/no answers from automated provers,
and checking them in safe provers.

It oers both a way to safely combine proofs coming

from all these provers in order to benet from the advantages of all of them and guaranties
to automated theorem provers.
Keywords: automated deduction; decision procedures; higher-order logic; type theory.
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Introduction

1.1 Background
Theorem proving is torn between three

a priori

incompatible but desirable features: expres-

sivity, safety, and automation. In a schematic way, at the three vertices of this triangle, we
could respectively nd:

•

interactive theorem provers based on Type Theory: they are very expressive, rely on
a rather small kernel but which requires a deep knowledge to get convinced of its
soundness, with full automation for proof checking but almost none for proof writing;

•

HOL-like interactive theorem provers: they rely on a very small kernel, with a good
expressivity and some automated proof search; and

•

automatic theorem provers, such as satisability provers (SAT for the propositional
part or SMT modulo theories) or rst-order provers: proof search is fully automatized,
but at the cost of a very large untrustable code and of lots of encodings on the front
end due to their lack of expressivity, encodings that may also obfuscate the properties
we are proving and thus be hard to trust.

My thesis presents a step towards reducing this gap by studying, in theory and in practice,
a communication between these three dierent kinds of tools that are all good at one of
these criteria. The soundness of this communication is established
ask for the tool to justify

a posteriori

skeptically

[HT98]: we

all its actions and formally check the justications.

This requires to check back any achievement of the external tool, but it is robust to changes
in the tool: as long as justications remain the same, the skeptical checker is still relevant.

1.2 General idea
My approach consists in beneting from the expressivity and rather high level of safety of
the
1

Coq

1

interactive theorem prover , based on the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, to

Coq received the ACM SIGPLAN Programming Languages Software Award in 2013.
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check and combine theorems coming from

Coq and external provers based on Higher-Order

and First-Order logics into this system.
It relies on a common language composed of:

•

a deep embedding in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions of the

formulas

of the

Higher-Order or First-Order logic, which are carefully translated into shallow terms;
and

•

a certicate format for the

proofs

of these formulas, in the shape of a list of commands

that can be executed in a certied way in order to formally establish the validity of
theorems.
It exploits two features of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions:

•

its expressivity, that allows to embed the terms of Higher-Order logic either deeply
through an inductive data-type or shallowly as a subset of

•

Coq's terms; and

its computational power, both to dene the translation between the two levels of
embeddings and to check certicates via

computational reection.

Intuitively, computational reection relies on the inherent conversion of the Calculus of
Inductive Constructions to replace potentially large proofs with computations. Section 3.2
explains it in more details in the case of a communication with external provers.
This study is put into practice for two dierent kinds of provers that can return certicates: rst, answers coming from SAT and SMT solvers can be checked in
both the condence in these solvers and

Coq's

Coq

to increase

automation; second, theorems established

in interactive provers based on Higher-Order Logic can be exported to

Coq

and checked

again, in order to oer the possibility to produce formal developments which mix these two
dierent logical paradigms. For both of them, embeddings and translations from one level
to another has been dened, as well as certicates formats and ecient certied checkers.
Preprocessors ensure the modularity with respect to concrete proof witnesses. It ends up

SMTCoq, a bi-directional cooperation between Coq and SAT/SMT solvers,
HOLLIGHTCOQ, a tool importing HOL Light theorems into Coq.

in two software:
and

1.3 Outline
The remaining of this description is organized as follows. I will rst describe a very general
framework to make

Coq

communicate with external provers, with two ingredients: an en-

coding of the language of the external provers into

Coq (Section 2), and a certied checker

with respect to this encoding that is at the heart of proving safety, importing theorems and
building new automatic tactics (Section 3). I will then apply this general framework to two
dierent kinds of provers.

SMTCoq

(Section 4) eciently checks proofs coming from SAT

Coq's automation. HOLLIGHTCOQ
HOL Light theorems into Coq in order to allow formal developments that

and SMT solvers in order to improve their safety and
(Section 5) imports

use the advantages of both provers. I will nally conclude in Section 6.
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A common language between two provers

In order to check theorems from an external prover into
the statements of these theorems.

Coq, this latter needs to understand

In this section, I present in a very general setting my

approach to the representation of statements coming from external provers into

Coq, which

enjoys the property of keeping them intelligible and thus usable in combination with user
dened

Coq theorems.

Note that this section presents a very generic way to embed some subset of terms into

Coq independently from any inference system or proof witnesses format.

2.1 Deep and shallow embeddings
To represent a logical framework

A

inside

Coq, there are mainly two possible ways:
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•

deep

a

•

a

Coq that represent types and
Coq, what it means to be provable in A; and

embedding: dene data-types in

can then dene, inside

shallow

embedding: represent types and terms of

A

terms of

A;

using their counterparts in

we

Coq;

this translation must preserve provability.
The relevant dierences between the two options are summed up in Table 1. In order to
combine in the end developments partially made in
must be naturally stated in

Coq,

Coq

and in

A,

the theorem statements

in the shallow embedding. However, to eciently check

them using the certicate, in particular if we want to use computational reection, we need
to reason on the structure of terms, in the deep embedding.
forms a

API between the two provers.

Deep

This deep embedding thus

Shallow

Repr. Inductive typeD := ...

Definition typeS := Type

Inductive termD := ...
Inductive derivD := ...

Final object A Coq proof that the
theorem is provable in A
Access the structure of terms
Benets - induction
- computational reection
My usage API to the external world

Coq proof term
The theorem is proved in Coq in
the fragment corresponding to A
Concrete Coq terms
Coq theorems

Table 1: Deep and shallow embeddings
This observation is detailed in Figure 1.

The theorem statements we want to obtain

belong to the shallow representation of terms in

Coq.

However, to communicate with the

Coq for computa-

external tool, we use a deep representation of the same terms both inside
tional reection and outside

Coq for inputs and outputs.

We thus need to be able to switch

between the two representations: from deep to shallow, we dene in
function mapping the terms of the external prover into their
shallow to deep, we

reify

terms directly at the

Ocaml level.

Coq

Coq

an

interpretation

counterparts; and from

Reication can indeed be used

as an oracle without compromising soundness, as explained in Section 2.3. Notice that I do
not have a deep embedding of the inference rules: instead, I will prove correctness up to the
interpretation function, as explained in Section 3.1.

External tool
(blackbox)

OCaml
Coq
Deep
terms

Deep
terms

Shallow
terms
reication
interpretation

Figure 1: Interaction with external provers
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2.2 From deep to shallow: interpretation
The interpretation function is a
into their

Coq counterparts.

Coq

program compiling the terms of the source language

The diculty is to type this program: deep terms have dierent

types, thus their interpretations also have dierent

Coq

types. To handle this, I extended

to the particular sets of terms used by the external provers I consider an idea originally
given by Garillot and Werner as the compilation part of a Normalization by Evaluation
function [GW07]. For a matter of clarity, I am going to explain this idea when the source
language is the simply-typed

λ-calculus.

Dening an interpretation function for types

[o] =
[A ,→ B] =
is straightforward.

[•]

respecting the equations

Prop

[A] → [B]

This is not the case of the interpretation function for terms

| • |I .

Informally, it must satisfy the equations

|xA |I
|λx .u|I
|u v|I
A

where

I

= I(xA )
= z 7→ |u|I(xA ←z)
= |u|I (|v|I )

is an environment interpreting the free variables, and recursively enriched when

interpreting abstractions. The diculty is to type this function: its codomain depends on
its argument. More precisely, it depends on the deep type of its argument, in this way:
if

`t:A

in

STLC, then ` |t| : [A] in CIC

.
The idea of [GW07] is to use an intermediate interpretation function

| • |0I

that takes into

account the deep types of terms: it does not only compute its interpretation, but also its
deep type. It thus

renes

the typing function of

STLC:

it returns a dependent pair whose

rst component is the deep type of the argument (like the typing function) and whose
second component is the actual interpretation.

The true interpretation function can be

easily written by returning the second component. For ill-typed terms, the function simply
returns an error (using the

option

type).

The typing function and its renement can be described by these equations:

A

infer(x

A

)
.u)

infer(u

v)

infer(λx

= A
= 
A ,→ infer(u)
B if infer(u) = A ,→ B
=

and infer(v)

=A

fails otherwise

(1)

|xA |0I
|λx .u|0I
A

|u v|0I

= (A, I(xA ))
= (A ,→ U, z 7→ i) if |u|0I(xA ←z) = (U, i)

(B, i j) if |u|0I = (A ,→ B, i) and |v|0I = (A, j)
=
fails otherwise

which highlight the correspondence between the two.

2.3 From shallow to deep: reication
The role of the reication function can now be expressed in terms of the interpretation
function. Its objective is to compute, from a

I

Coq term s, a deep term d and an environment

such that

|d|I

is convertible to

when they exist.

4

s

Stated as such, it becomes clearer that this function needs not be certied to keep
soundness. Indeed, if it was to compute wrong

s,

d

or

I,

then

|d|I

would not be convertible to

but we would not prove something false. Nonetheless, we do not guarantee completeness,

but this is already the case in a skeptical certication since we have no idea that the external
prover will actually return a proof.

Ocaml level, it consists in syntactically inspecting Coq terms to reconstruct their

At the

structures when they belong to the set of terms we consider, which presents no theoretical
diculty.

3

Interaction with external provers

Now that we dened an interface for terms of the external prover, the heart of the interaction
consists in a

certied checker

for a

certicate format given as a list of commands to execute in

order to establish the validity of a given input. This checker can then be used independently
to certify answers coming from the external solver as well as inside
provers from

Coq goals.

Coq

to call external

We again present the main ideas in a very general setting.

3.1 A certied checker
φ and a certicate c supposed to establish the
φ, a checker is a Coq program that returns a Boolean, as illustrated by Figure 2(a).

Given a deeply embedded input formula
validity of

Its soundness is formulated with respect to the interpretation function, stating that whenever
it returns yes on some formula

φ,

then the interpretation of

φ

is valid in any environment:

∀φ c, checker φ c = > ⇒ ∀ I, |φ|I

input

certificate

certificate

Coq checker

Coq checker

yes
(a) Standard
checker

output

no
certied

failure
(b) Variant when the formula can be computed
from the certicate

Figure 2: Two variants of certied checkers
A slight variant, presented in Figure 2(b), consists in computing the formula we want to
prove from the certicate when possible. When the certicate is wrong, then the checker
fails, which can be encoded in

Coq by returning an option type.

In this case, the soundness

theorem, still stated with respect to the interpretation function, establishes that the checker
only returns valid formulas when it does not fail:

∀φ c I, |checker φ c|I
Once again, we do not guarantee completeness, since certicates can be wrong: in this
case, we just do not add anything to

Coq.
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3.2 Computational reection
This is where

computational reection is put into practice.

I am going to explain its operating

principle for the rst variant of the checker, but it works similarly for the second one. To
establish some theorem
is convertible to

t,

t,

it is sucient to nd by reication some

and by calling an external prover some
checker

A proof of
proof that

φc

reduces to

c

φ

and

I

such that

|φ|I

such that:

>

t will thus simply be an application of the soundness
> = >, which is simply the reexivity of >.

theorem to

φ, c, I ,

and a

The length of this proof is thus the length of the certicate, which is the smallest possible
one in our setting. Moreover, it can be checked very eciently if the reduction mechanism of
the system is fast, which is the case for

Coq with a reduction that uses an optimized call-by-

value evaluation bytecode-based virtual machine [Gré03], and more recently a machine-based
reduction available through the

Ocaml's compiler [BDG11].

3.3 Three possible applications
Such a certied checker can be used for our three kinds of interactions.
First, the most straightforward application is to use it to check answers of untrusted
provers, as illustrated by Figure 3(a). An external prover, applied to some problem, returns
a proof witness.

By parsing the problem and the proof witness, we can fed them to our

certied checker, and expect a yes answer.
In this case, the trusting base consists of:

Coq's kernel;

•

the

•

the input parser, to ensure that we indeed prove our problem: hence, it is important
to make it simple so that we can be convinced that it has the shape of the identity;
and

•

the interpretation function: it should also be the canonical injection from deep terms
to

Coq terms, otherwise the soundness theorem does not have the intended meaning.

However, the proof witness parser does not need to be trusted: once again, if it is wrong,
we just lose more completeness.

It implies, as presented in the gure, that we can also

preprocess the witnesses as much as we want. This is really interesting for
implies that we can plug

any

modularity :

it

theorem prover, as long as we are able to preprocess its proofs

witnesses into a common certicate format.
Finally, for this application, instead of running the checker inside
to run it in a more common programming language such as

Ocaml.

Coq, we can extract

Second, another application of the checker we are interested in is to benet in

it

Coq from

results that can be established more easily in external provers, because of their automation
or their already existing libraries; it is illustrated by Figure 3(b). This time, instead of just
returning a Boolean, it denes a new

Coq constant which is the interpretation of the theorem

validated by the soundness theorem on the proof witness, when this latter is correct.
In this case, the trusting base is only

Coq's

kernel: if something goes wrong during the

process, then the importer is simply going to fail, and we will not add anything wrong to

Coq.

If the theorem is not the one the user intended, then he just cannot use it but it is

still a valid theorem. Besides, the proof witness can be arbitrary preprocessed again, which
is modular with respect to the external prover.
Finally, the last application of the checker is to provide automatic tactics by calling
external automatic provers. This time, the problem does not come from outside but from
a

Coq goal through reication.

This is a way to automatically prove

Coq goals, but also to

automatically nd counter-examples if the external prover can return some, which can be
really useful in a development. Here also, the trusting base is only
witnesses can be preprocessed.
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Coq's kernel,

and proof

problem

proof witness

input parser

witness parser + preprocessor

input

certificate
Coq checker

yes

no

(a) To check answers
Coq goal

reification
problem

proof witness

external prover
input parser

input

witness parser + preprocessor

proof witness
parser + preprocessor

input

certificate

certificate

Coq checker + soundness

Coq checker + soundness

goal solved
theorem

failure: counterexample or unknown

failure

(b) To import theorems

(c) Inside a tactic

Figure 3: Uses of a certied checker

I am now going to detail how I successfully applied this general setting to two dierent
kinds of provers: SAT and SMT solvers, and interactive theorem provers based on HigherOrder Logic.

4

SMTCoq:

cooperation with SAT and SMT solvers

SAT and SMT solvers are modern automated provers, especially successful nowadays thanks
to both their performance and their expressivity: many decision and optimization problems
can be encoded into their logic. As we argued above, their eciency is at the cost of unsafety:
as they grow on performance and complexity, it is well established that they are likely to
contain bugs [BB09]. In this section, I will explain how to apply our certication mechanism
to these rising provers.
What is presented in this section has been implemented in a software called

SMTCoq2

which I still actively develop. It has been presented at two international conferences with
peer-reviewed proceedings: the First International Conference on Certied Programs and

+

Proofs (CPP'11) [AFG 11a] and the International Workshop on Proof-Search in Axiomatic

+

Theories and Type Theories (PSATTT'11) [AFG 11b].
2

SMTCoq is presented on this webpage:

http://cs.au.dk/~chkeller/Recherche/smtcoq.html.
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4.1 Certicates
SAT and SMT solvers are

satisability

solvers, which means that they check if a given

formula is satisable or not, that is to say if there exists an assignment of the variables such
that the interpretation of the formula is

>.

To use these provers, we are mostly interested

in unsatisability results, that are classically equivalent to provability.
In this case of unsatisability, SAT and SMT solvers can be easily instrumented to return

proofs in resolution and theory rules of the empty clause

[NOT06, BFT11]. I thus consider

these as certicates.

atom a is an atomic formula in a combination of theories; a literal
a or its negation ¬a; a clause is a disjunction of literals l1 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ; and a formula

I recall the basics: an
is an atom

in Conjunctive Normal Form

is a conjunction of clauses. The resolution rule, introduced by

Robinson [Rob65], builds the clause
atom appears with one polarity in

C

C∨D

from two clauses

and the other in

a∨C

a∨C

and

¬a ∨ D,

where no

D:

¬a ∨ D
C ∨D

Certicates are trees in which nodes are either resolutions or

theory rules, which are rules

provable in one theory independently from the others and from clause reasoning. Examples
of such rules are:

x1 = y1
...
x n = yn
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = f (y1 , . . . , yn )
where

φ

φ

is a tautology in linear integer arithmetic (also known as Presburger arithmetic).

The rst rule specically states the congruence of equality with respect to function symbols,
but we see in the second one that we can be really permissive as long as it does not mix
theories.

4.2 An ecient and modular checker
This last point allows to build a very modular checker in terms of theories, as represented
in Figure 4. A

small checkers,

main checker

dispatches the nodes of the certicate to the corresponding

which thus interact with each other only by means of the main checker.

The correctness of the small checkers, stated in the same way as in Section 3.1, imply the
correctness of the whole checker. It is thus really easy to add new small checkers: they just
need to know about the deep embedding of the terms that concerns them, but not the other
terms nor theories.
The eciency of this checker relies on two ingredients:

•

a careful choice in the deep embedding: terms are
as well as

stratied

maximally shared

to be compact

to avoid some small checkers to be slowed down by too much

information (for instance, the resolution checker does not need to look inside atoms);
and

•

the use of

ecient data-structures

to represent the intermediate objects appearing in

the computation.
For small checkers, we either implemented dedicated ones, e.g. for congruence closure,
or used existing decision procedures in

Coq, e.g. Micromega [Bes06] for linear arithmetic.

4.3 Checking answers, importing theorems, and tactics
On top of this checker, we wrote preprocessors for the prof witnesses coming from the SAT
solver

ZCha

[FMM07] and the SMT solver

veriT

[BdODF09].

Following the mechanism

presented in Section 3.3, we designed commands to check answers and import theorems as
well as tactics to call external provers from

Coq goals.

We evaluated these commands and tactics against:
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input

certificate

Small checkers
CNF
resolution chains
Main checker
EUF
LIA
Coq checker

yes

no

Figure 4: Architecture of the Coq checker
•

proof reconstruction of SAT and SMT proof witnesses in the

Isabelle/HOL interactive

theorem prover [Web08, BW10]; and

• Ergo,

a SMT solver written and certied in

Coq [LC09].

SMTCoq is more ecient than these state-of-the-art techniques
SMTCoq is more expressive than Ergo, but less powerful than the Isabelle/HOL Sledgehammer tactic built among others on top of [Web08, BW10].
The experiments show that

to certify SMT solvers. Qualitatively,

4.4 Future directions
I intend to spread

SMTCoq.

For this, I am improving it accordingly to users' demands. In

particular, I am currently handling quantiers: it will make the tactics really more usable
if they can instantiate previously user-dened lemmas. To improve the tactics, I am also
working on a certied encoding of

Coq goals into the logic of SMT solvers.

Finally, I work

on encoding the reasoning of other kinds of automatic provers into my certicate format,
in order to use

SMTCoq

as a back-end for a larger set of provers than SAT and SMT

solvers [Kel13].
In the longer term, I would like to use this SAT power given to

Coq to build new decision

procedures based on bit blasting, a reduction of some kinds to problems to SAT.

5

HOLLIGHTCOQ: importing HOL Light into Coq

Cooperation between proof assistants is also a hot topic, as their number is increasing
while their logical frameworks diverge. Even if they have similar theoretical expressivities,
they are not practically suited for the same formalizations. An illustration is the Flyspeck
Project

3 [HHM+ 10], aiming at a formal proof of the Kepler Conjecture: some parts involve

mathematical analysis, a domain widely explored by the

HOL Light

interactive theorem

provers; others are proved by the check of certicates provided by oracles, which would be
eciently done by computational reection in

Coq.

I will now explain how to apply my

certication mechanism to allow formal developments in dierent proof assistants.
What is presented in this section has been implemented in a software called

COQ4
3
4

which I still maintain.

HOLLIGHT-

It has been presented at the international conference with

The progress of this project is available at http://code.google.com/p/flyspeck.
HOLLIGHTCOQ is presented on this webpage:
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peer-reviewed proceedings First International Conference on Interactive Theorem Proving
(ITP'11) [KW10].

5.1 Embeddings
Contrary to

SMTCoq, the eort has been put on carefully dening embeddings that preserve

the intelligibility of theorem statements, which is important if we want to develop formalization involving both

HOL Light

and

Coq,

rather than on eciency, which is nonetheless

still quite good since our generic approach ensures the use of computational reection. This
subsection describes HOL systems and is not specic to

HOL Light.

Higher-Order Logic can be formulated in terms of a small bunch of rules over propositions
stated as terms of the simply-typed

λ-calculus

with prenex polymorphism and user-dened

term and type constants. Examples of these rules include:

REFL

BETA

` t =A t

`t:A

` (λx.t) x = t

ABS

ASSUME

{p} ` p

` p : bool

Γ`s=t
x 6∈ FV(Γ)
Γ ` (λx.s) = (λx.t)

I extended what I presented in Section 2.2 for the simply-typed

λ-calculus

to handle

prenex polymorphism and user-dened term and type constants. The interesting point for
intelligibility is the translation of these user-dened constants.

Coq

Indeed, to interact with

HOL denitions, since most
corresponding constants are not dened in the same way in Coq. My solution is to allow the
user to translate them into any Coq term of the same type, as long as one can prove that
the interpretation of the HOL denition of the constant is equivalent to its Coq mapping. It
allows to nally obtain theorems as the user would have stated them directly in Coq.
theorems, we do not want to translate them into their

5.2 Certicates
At the time when this work started, there was no standard for Higher-Order Logic certicates. I chose a format who is simply a skeleton of derivations in

HOL:

the nodes belong

to an erased version of the small bunch of rules evoked above. On the same examples, this
nodes become respectively REFL(t), ASSUME(p), BETA(λx.t) and ABS(x,n) where n is inductively
another node.
A simple checker for such certicates is rather straightforward. More interestingly, the
soundness theorem associated to the checker establishes in

Coq the correctness of this stan-

dard presentation of Higher-Order Logic, which is by itself an interesting formalization.

5.3 Importing theorems
In the case of

HOL Light,

we are mostly interested in the application of Figure 3(b) that

HOL Light proofs since HOL Light is already
Coq, and calling HOL Light from Coq goals would not give much automation.
On top of the checker, we use an implementation for HOL Light of our certicates called
Proof recording [OS06]. Since HOL Light does not store proofs, it requires to rst record
them in order to be able to export them. I instrumented Proof recording to generate Coq

imports theorems  there is no need to just check
safer than

les in my particular embedding.
With

Proof recording, I was able to import in Coq HOL Light's standard library as well as
HOL Light in HOL Light [Har06], and

two non-trivial developments: a proof of consistency of

the library to reason about basic linear algebra. The time and memory consumption were

http://cs.au.dk/~chkeller/Recherche/hollightcoq.html.
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~jrh13/hol-light.
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It is also distributed with HOL Light:

too large for a everyday use, but not much a bottleneck in the objective of nally checking
a development that involves both provers.
Qualitatively, the goal of obtaining understandable theorems is perfectly achieved. As
an example, I can import

HOL Light theorems on unary integers as Coq theorems on binary
Coq theorems on binary integers from Coq's standard

integers, and compose them with
library.

I thus obtain new properties that were not formalized before in any of the two

provers.

5.4 Future directions
Now, a generic proof format for Higher-Order Logic called
actively developed.

Proof recording,

Compared to

OpenTheory

[Hur09] is being

it is very modular and thus likely to

require less time and memory to be re-checked. I intend to switch to this format as well
as to use more ecient data-structures, in order to make

HOLLIGHTCOQ

scale to larger

developments, with the Flyspeck Project as a leading objective. Thanks to the modularity
of my certifying framework, these switches do not require to change the embedding, which
has already shown to achieve its goal.

6

Conclusion

In my thesis, I proposed an original framework to deal with the communication between
provers in the broad sense with

Coq.

This framework relies on a careful choice of embeddings

of the terms of the external prover into

Coq.

I described how this framework can be used

to benet from safety, automation and developments of these external provers.
I put it into practice for two dierent applications:
automation, and

HOLLIGHTCOQ,

SMTCoq, designed for eciency and

designed for intelligibility.

Both of them are modular

and have shown to scale to non trivial certications. They open new perspectives towards
decision procedures and formal developments.
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